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INDIVIDUAL REPORTS

VICE PRESIDENT
Emma: We went to Joint College Officers and had a good chat. JCR Comm generally seem to 
really like the catering trial, apart from one person.

Lydia E: We’re going to have another vote to see if we should do it next term. They’re trialling 
another college because Trevs actually has one of the highest percentages of people not skipping 
meals.

OUTREACH OFFICER
Theo: There will be some year-abroad reports in the next weekly email.

POST OFFER VISIT DAYS

Xander: We have not yet elected senior freps and they’re usually on the Visit Day rep interview 
panel. I’ve put together a shortlist of yes-s and maybes with Dan and Laura and my plan is to just 
give the maybes the benefit of the doubt. So even if we had senior frep(s), they wouldn’t affect our 
decision to interview. Then, we just have to hope that they are elected in time for interviews.

Mike: If not, it’s not the end of the world. They don’t have prior experience.

General agreement that it is not a problem if interviews proceed without Senior Frep(s)

TREVS NIGHT PLAN

James gives the exec the Trevs Night plan including loads of awesome-sound entertainments!

JCR COMM FEEDBACK

Emma: How can we stop people breaking things? Can we take away services?

Mike: That went down very badly when Hatfield did it.

Mary: But that was to get people to vote. We can’t normalise this behaviour.

Nat: Maybe we could take away one thing.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS

HALF COLOURS
Mike: We had two nominations for half colours so we’ll do that on Sunday and let their friends no.

LAST JCR MEETING
Mike: Jack Reed will chair a little of this to get some experience.
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CONDOMS
Lydia K: Grace can you order some more condoms?

Nat: Skyn condoms look like After Eights.
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